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Meet AIB’s new Shared
Interest Group: Teaching & Education

We are proud to announce that the Teaching and Education
Shared Interest Group (T&E SIG) is now officially established
as part of the Academy of International Business, with the
mission of promoting excellence in teaching. Its main
objectives are facilitating development and sharing of best
teaching practices; providing a forum for teaching-related
networking; exchange of ideas and mentoring; and promoting
research on teaching and education among AIB members.
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Professor Ingmar Björkman shares teaching tips

T&E SIG: ‘What is your advice on how to become a great educator in IB?’

Professor Björkman: 'I think you need to be passionate about the topics that you teach. And
you should really care about the learning on the part of your students. This shows in the
classroom and it also motivates you to continuously learn more about the issues that you
teach in terms of following the latest research, looking for great new teaching material, and
keeping track of developments in international business.'

Adam Smale and Johanna
Saarinen won the Human Resource
Management/ Organisational
Behaviour category at The Case
Centre Awards and Competitions
2020. Read more:
https://www.thecasecentre.org/e
ducators/ordering/selecting/featu
redcases/CompetitionWinners/K
ONE 
(An updated version of the case
was published by Adam Smale and
Ingmar Björkman in 2020)

Professor Ingmar Björkman
received many honours and
awards for his teaching
excellence, including the 
AIB Fellows International
Educator of the Year Award.
This year his case “Pushing the
Right Buttons: Global Talent
Management at KONE
Corporation” written together
with his colleagues
 

Professor Ingmar Björkman
Aalto University School of Business

To this end, T&E SIG provides AIB members with a worldwide forum for scholarly engagement on a
diversity of teaching methods; maintains repository of knowledge for AIB members on recent
pedagogy trends; stimulates innovation and promotes the use of new teaching tools, methods and
approaches; and organizes professional development opportunities for AIB members in the area of
teaching and education.

You are most welcome to actively participate in
T&E SIG activities! 

Share your teaching material, your ideas for
conference activities, or share your expertise by
providing feedback on academic peers. In this
newsletter we share ideas and pathways, but we
would love to hear from you too.

Feel free to email us: tesig@aib.msu.edu
Visit our website:  https://tesig.aib.world 

https://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/ordering/selecting/featuredcases/CompetitionWinners/KONE
https://tesig.aib.world/
https://tesig.aib.world/


'Personally, I think it is important for us as scholars to contemplate what our role is and should be

when it comes to student learning. In my view, it is above all to offer students ways to think in

terms of frameworks, metaphors, concepts - not to offer students immediately useful advice how

to deal with a concrete issue. But at the same time I think that an important part of our job is to

put students in situations where they really have to reflect and make sense of the situation, what

the problems are, and how one might think about how to address the issues at hand. Both real-life

cases where students are asked to analyze actual ongoing situations and the use of classic,

written teaching cases are useful in this respect.

I have written a number of teaching cases dealing with different questions in international

business. I find the writing of teaching cases not only to be valuable for student learning but also a

fun way for oneself to develop an understanding of a certain context, the challenges that people

and organizations are facing, and fruitful ways to make sense of the kind of situations that we find

in global business. Having some cases that you know by heart yourself also tends to help you to do

well in the classroom.'

T&E SIG: ‘To what extent does teaching in IB matter as much as research?’

Professor Björkman: 'I would argue that most faculty members
worldwide make more of an impact through their teaching than
through their research. In this sense being successful in how we work
with students is and should be more important than research.
Research should of course inform teaching, but this research does not
necessary have to be your own.

In terms of academic careers it is however clear that it is above all by doing well in research that you
build your own career. In the ideal world you are able to combine the two by doing rigorous research
on important topics, that in turn helps you develop your own teaching. 

I am old-fashioned enough to believe that there is significant value in writing textbooks. For the
moment, my colleagues Vlado Pucik, Paul Evans, Guenter Stahl and I are working on the fourth
edition of our book ‘Global Challenge’, which examines the management of multinational corporations
with a focus on people management. Writing such a book forces you to keep up with the latest
developments in research and practice, and it allows you also to present your own work and your
reading of the literature. We of course hope that we through our book will make a significant
contribution to the learning of students and other readers in different parts of the world.'

T&E SIG: ‘Thank you for sharing your insights!'



Project Coordinators Professors Geoffrey G. Jones
and Tarun Khanna:

“We’re excited that the CEM videos are becoming
widely adopted in research and teaching in
management schools worldwide – in IB for sure, but
also in strategy, organizational studies, human
management research and other fields.

In research, for example, new computational
techniques via machine learning open up new vistas; in
teaching, a mélange of downloadable short video clips
from CEM can bring myriad issues to life, especially in
the current online teaching environments.

CEM provides a unique treasure-trove of video
material showing the most impactful business leaders
across Africa, Asia and Latin America discussing the
key challenges and opportunities they have faced.
There is rich material on issues ranging  from
innovation and relations with governments, to gender
and diversity in business and the social impact and
purpose of corporations."

CEM Project coordinators are excited to hear more
feedback and ideas on how the resources could be
adopted and used further. E-mail: cem@hbs.edu 

Looking for digital teaching material in IB? 
Check out the Creating Emerging Markets (CEM) database.
The CEM project provides a unique research and teaching resource on
business leadership in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle East
over recent decades. At its core are nearly 150 interviews by Harvard
faculty with high impact leaders in business and social enterprise: 
https://www.hbs.edu/creating-emerging-markets/Pages/default.aspx

Go digital and visual in your IB teaching 

In AIB 2020 Professors Charles
Dhanaraj, Geoffrey G. Jones, and
Tarun Khanna organized the Digital
Media for IB Teaching Workshop
during which participants designed
teaching plans with CEM videos and
discussed various possibilities to
leverage CEM database for teaching
and research. 

Below are several suggestions on how
to utilize these digital resources in
your IB class:

1 Teaching Case: Corruption and
Business in Emerging Markets
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/product/31
9054-PDF-ENG

2 Teaching Case: Innovation and
Business in Emerging Markets
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/product/31
9110-PDF-ENG

Authors of the teaching cases are
looking forward to hear your
feedback and suggestions for
improvement on these cases as well
as suggestions of new subjects on
which cases could be written
using the CEM materials. 

The authors are anxious to develop
cases where existing materials are
perceived as inadequate, and where
there would be a strong demand in
the classroom. E-mail: cem@hbs.edu

https://www.hbs.edu/creating-emerging-markets/Pages/default.aspx
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/product/319054-PDF-ENG
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/product/319110-PDF-ENG


Teaching online or in hybrid
mode became a necessity in
most countries due to the
global pandemic. Such a new
teaching environment
requires different approaches
to designing and executing
courses.  IB teachers may not
have prior or extensive
training in this, so how do you
learn on the fast track?

For taking your hybrid teaching
to the next level you may
consider incorporating
elements of a hyflex teaching
design, where you target
equivalent learning outcomes
for online and in-class students,
without necessarily assuming
they do exactly the same
activities to reach that goal.

Here’s a useful resource to get
started:
https://edtechbooks.org/hyflex

If you are keen to upgrade

your online and hybrid
teaching skills, Harvard

Publishing has fantastic

resources available

ranging from online teaching

webinars to reports and

blogs with tips: 

https://hbsp.harvard.edu/tea

ching-skills/

Improving your 
online and
hybrid teaching

Teaching practices and insights shared during AIB 2020

Teaching Cafes in AIB 2020
Would you join an online coffee focused on teaching?

More than 100 participants worldwide joined us during the AIB
Annual Meeting 2020. The T&E SIG promoted three Teaching Cafes
to support colleagues in expanding their IB education skillsets.

I. Online teaching: Challenges for students’ engagement. 
Aware that many professors needed to move from regular classes
to online, we hosted sharing session on synchronous and
asynchronous practices for IB classes that could improve learning
for undergrad and postgraduate students. We hosted two sessions
moderated by Marleen Dieleman (National University of
Singapore), Karen Lynden (UNC Greensboro), Karla Nava
(Universidad de Monterrey), and Derek Lehmberg (North Dakota
State University), which attracted 56 participants.

https://edtechbooks.org/hyflex
https://hbsp.harvard.edu/teaching-skills/


III. Teaching International Business in Emerging Markets. 
These sharing sessions were moderated by Marleen Dieleman (National University of Singapore) and
Cyntia Calixto (FGV-EAESP). The discussion covered relevant aspects of using teaching cases from
Emerging Markets, and also utilizing the working experience of students to highlight key aspects of
local firms and their strategies. It attracted 46 participants that were already working in Emerging
Markets, or soon to do so.
 

We are currently designing the new Teaching Cafes at AIB 2021. 
Would you like to suggest a topic and moderate a session? Send us your ideas!

II. Flipped classes and gamification: How to effectively
encourage the learning environment among students? 
We hosted sessions moderated by Cyntia Calixto (FGV-EAESP),
aimed at sharing free resources that can be used to energize
online classes. The sessions also featured off-line games such as
LEGO or building your own game with students to promote active
learning. It was a rich discussion about how to organize the
classes for gamification, while navigating internet-connection
constraints, and university resource constraints. Through these
sessions, the 43 participants realized that even
with few resources gamification can be a fun and fruitful learning
strategy.

AIB 2020 Teaching & Education PDW

This year’s T&E Professional Development Workshop (PDW)
hosted on July 1-3, 2020, delved into Experiential Teaching and
Learning Methods. The workshop was aligned with the newly
published The Palgrave Handbook of Learning and Teaching
International Business and Management (Ed. Maria Alejandra
Gonzalez-Perez, Karen Lynden, and Vas Taras) and invited IB
faculty ranging from new lecturers to full professors. 

In the three-day program participants learned multiple teaching
techniques for in-class and online teaching, while sharing
teaching challenges and receiving peer-feedback and advice. 

Below are several reflections and couple of brief teaching plans
discussed during the workshop.

https://www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9783030204143


Fireside Talks expose
students to real-life and
current challenges that
businesses face. Businesses
share a strategy or business
model challenge with
students. Sitting around a
(virtual) fireside, students
share and discuss their
findings with senior
managers. This experiential
activity allows students to
apply theories and test
concepts on real cases and
sharpen their soft skills.

Teaching activity tip: 

‘Fireside Talks’
by Hinrich Voss and
Giles Blackburne
University of Leeds, UK

Businesses have to regularly assess and evaluate decisions they
have made and the impact these decisions have had (will have)
on stakeholders. The ‘sorting it out’ activity asks participants to
consider and discuss a particular situation and who should be
knowledgeable about the situation, who has the responsibility to
resolve the situation and who has the power to resolve it. The
activity can be applied to ethical problems (e.g., modern slavery
in the supply chain; release of a racist advertisement), product
quality concerns (e.g., Boeing 737 Max), and other situations that
include multiple parties and blurred lines of responsibility and
accountability.

‘Supply Chain –
Sorting it Out’
by Hinrich Voss and 
Matthew Davis
University of Leeds, UK

’Kiva Microfinance’
by Karen Lynden  
UNC Greensboro, USA

This activity is meant to: Understand the concept of
microfinance; explore entrepreneurship around the world via
Kiva; and to deal with currency valuation differences in several
countries. Students start with watching The Power of Kiva  (5:06
minutes)  and reviewing several business loans in www.kiva.org.
Using the KIVA website, students find a business. They will not
spend money on a loan, but they will report back with the details
about the business they selected.  The business must be one
where goods and/or services are sold (not supporting someone’s
education, helping with home renovations, etc.). Students should
explain why they found this to be a good business venture in
which to “invest”, what are average annual income levels for that
country, what is the country’s currency, as listed on the
borrower page, etc. This creates good foundation for discussing
the similarities and differences in the small businesses selected,
along with the global micro-finance aspects of the selections
(currency conversion, PPP comparisons, field partners, business
model viability, etc.).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLQX_5kQHyo


Using the context of the fast fashion industry, this activity aims to prompt a critical analysis of the

environmental impact of consumerism, using course concepts that typically feature in IB modules. 

Students are shown a 5-6 minute video clip (watch here) and given related reading material on the

issue. The students are also encouraged to think beyond the content provided in class and to

spend 4-5 minutes online to collect further information on an aspect addressed in the course (e.g.

outsourcing, consumerism, environmental degradation, changing business models). The objective

is to help the students understand the environmental cost/impact of fast fashion. In doing so, the

students critically analyze the current state of consumerism and examine the changing business

model within the industry.

This experiential activity can also be used in executive education courses (e.g. MBA, Master’s

programs) to help students understand critical issues for International Business activity. The

experiential learning approach followed in this exercise allows the students/participants to bring

their knowledge and experience to engage with the content in the classroom. The intended

learning outcome of this activity is to encourage critical thinking and develop reasoning skills on

topical issues that concern both the consumers and industry today.

Teaching materials might

include edited videos, podcasts,

presentation slides, summaries,

charts, pre-recorded sessions

or talks, teaching cases, or any

other resources that are helpful

to assist IB scholars with their

teaching. Sharing

these valuable resources would

benefit us all, as it would allow

us to synergize from our

strengths and get new

perspectives from colleagues

around the world, generating

economies of scale and

stronger cohesion within our

academic community.

The AIB Teaching and

Education Shared Interest

Group (T&E SIG) is calling for

teaching materials to share

with our AIB community.

Sharing best practices and

teaching will help our

colleagues face different IB

teaching scenarios and

collectively raise our

standards as a community.

We want to build a repository

for innovative educational

practices and resources that

will be open for AIB members

soon. 

T&E SIG: Call for Teaching Material

‘The Cost of Fast Fashion’
by Swati Nagar

Auckland University of Technology

(AUT), New Zealand

Some of the
teaching materials
will be presented in
the upcoming T&E
SIG newsletters

e-mail us: tesig@aib.msu.edu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLfNUD0-8ts


WE KEEP IN TOUCH!

Share your suggestions &/or
become a member:

Click here: https://tesig.aib.world/contact-us/ 

Welcome to visit our webpage:
https://tesig.aib.world

Feel free to email us: tesig@aib.msu.edu

UPCOMING:
Interested in nominating someone
as an outstanding educator? T&E
SIG is planning special awards in
AIB 2021. Check out our next
newsletters for more information!

We are looking forward to your
teaching material and your
suggestions for T&E SIG activities,
newsletter content, and possible
collaborations. Let's stay in touch!

AIB 2021. Welcome to submit to Track 7:  Teaching and education. 
Submission Deadline: January 15, 2021

Co-Chairs: Marleen Dieleman & Cyntia Vilasboas Calixto

Call: The main objectives of this track are facilitating development and sharing of best teaching
practices, providing a forum for teaching-related knowledge sharing, and promoting research on
teaching and education that showcases the importance of IB courses in business school curricula. This
track addresses IB teaching at every level: undergraduate, graduate, MBA, and executive and covers all
aspects of teaching IB, including student engagement, motivation, learning outcomes, and classroom
diversity. Specifically, it focuses on the use of different tools and pedagogies such as experiential
learning, cases, simulations, role-play, and various forms of multimedia to enhance IB teaching. To this
end, this track invites submissions of scholarly papers, interactive session proposals and panels that
stimulate teaching innovation and promote best practices in IB teaching.

AIB 2021. Welcome to submit to Track 7:  Teaching and education. 
Submission Deadline: January 15, 2021

https://tesig.aib.world/contact-us/
https://tesig.aib.world/contact-us/
https://tesig.aib.world/

